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EDUCATION BA, International Economics and Finance. Ryerson University, 2015.
Thesis: “Towards an Evenly Rotating Economy: A Dynamic Austrian Equilib-
rium Framework.”

Certificate, Data Science. BrainStation, 2018.

EXPERIENCE Independent economics consultant. 2017—Present
Wrote blockchain policy reports for the Blockchain Technology Coalition of Canada;
conducted market research studies for retail and financial services startups; wrote
an ebook on behavioural economics.

Senior Economist, Housing Matters. 2018—Present
Completed 60-page report on the economics of housing policy in Toronto; pub-
lished op-eds with CBC & Financial Post; numerous blog posts; guest on multiple
podcasts and AM radio; authored a conspectus; authored a business plan; build-
ing Board of Directors.

Graduate Student, George Mason University. 2015-2017
Completed MA and PhD coursework in economics, including micro, macro, econo-
metrics, game theory, and mechanism design. Presented original research on intel-
lectual property, population density, business cycle theory, and more at academic
conferences in the US and Canada.

Editor and blogger, Ludwig von Mises Institute of Canada. 2011—2015
Started out as online editor; responsible for finding, soliciting, and editing daily
economic articles for mises.ca; promoted monthly meetups; blog about contempo-
rary economic and intellectual property issues; have presented at Mises Canada
meetups on intellectual property, 3D printing, economic methodology; TV inter-
view on basic income economics [Al-Jazeera English].

Intern, Euro Pacific Canada. 2010—2011
Wrote an internal report on Canada’s housing market; wrote the ”Investment
Philosophy” page of the website; edited website to ensure it was free of typos,
broken links, etc.; fulfilled daily Dataphile requirements; provided office manage-
ment support.

TECHNICAL
SKILLS

Computer skills: LATEX Adobe Photoshop Stata HTML MS Office
Presentation skills: Public speaking Media appearances Writing & blogging
Analytical skills: Cost-benefit analysis Qualitative & quantitative causal analysis

PRESENTATION
EXPERIENCE

11 scholarly talks at 8 academic conferences across the US and Canada (2015-2017); 6
podcast interviews (2014-2018); 1 TV interview on Al-Jazeera English (2014); 5 Mises
Canada meetups (2012-2015); Discussant at 15 student seminars (2011-2018).

VOLUNTEER
EXPERIENCE

Level 3 Officer, 540 Golden Hawks Royal Canadian Air Cadets. 2017—Present.
Instruct 40 cadets on various topics, including leadership; mentor 10 staff cadets;
organize field trips; assist with fundraising activities.


